Year 9HPE Health Assignment Criteria Key words

1. Knowledge and Understanding Criteria

"A"  com-pre-hen-sive
1. of large scope; covering or involving much; inclusive: *a comprehensive study of world affairs.*
2. comprehending mentally; having an extensive mental range or grasp.

"B"  thor·ough
1. executed without negligence or omissions: *a thorough search.*
2. complete; *thorough enjoyment.*
3. extremely attentive to accuracy and detail; painstaking: *a thorough worker; a thorough analysis.*

"C"  sat-is-fac-to·ry
1. giving or affording satisfaction; fulfilling all demands or requirements: *a satisfactory solution.*

"D"  var·i-a·ble
1. apt or liable to *vary* or change; changeable: *variable weather; variable moods.*
2. capable of being *varied* or changed; alterable: *a variable time limit for completion of a book.*
3. inconstant; fickle: *a variable lover.*

"E"  ru·di·men·ta·ry
1. pertaining to *rudiments* or first principles; elementary: *a rudimentary knowledge of geometry.*
2. of the nature of a *rudiment*; undeveloped or vestigial.
3. *primitive.*
4. Implementing and Applying Criteria

"A"  in·sight·ful
1. an instance of apprehending the true nature of a thing, especially through intuitive understanding: an insight into 18th-century life.
2. penetrating mental vision or discernment; faculty of seeing into inner character or underlying truth.

"A"  skil·ful
1. possessing or displaying accomplishment or skill
2. involving or requiring accomplishment or skill

"B"  ef·fect·ive
1. adequate to accomplish a purpose; producing the intended or expected result: effective teaching methods; effective steps toward peace.

"B"  pro·fi·cient
1. well-advanced or competent in any art, science, or subject; skilled: a proficient swimmer.
2. an expert.

"C"  ap·pro·pri·ate
1. suitable or fitting for a particular purpose, person, occasion, etc.: an appropriate example; an appropriate dress.

"C"  com·pe·tent
1. having suitable or sufficient skill, knowledge, experience, etc., for some purpose; properly qualified: He is perfectly competent to manage the bank branch.
2. adequate but not exceptional

"D"  var·i·a·ble
1. apt or liable to vary or change; changeable: variable weather; variable moods.
2. capable of being varied or changed; alterable: a variable time limit for completion of a book.
3. inconstant; fickle: a variable lover.

"E"  min·i·mal
1. constituting a minimum: a minimal mode of transportation.
2. barely adequate or the least possible: minimal care
2. Investigating Criteria

"A" in-sightful
1. an instance of apprehending the true nature of a thing, especially through intuitive understanding: *an insight into 18th-century life.*
2. penetrating mental vision or discernment; faculty of seeing into inner character or underlying truth.

"B" ef-fec-tive
1. adequate to accomplish a purpose; producing the intended or expected result: *effective teaching methods; effective steps toward peace.*

"B" log-i-cal
1. according to or agreeing with the principles of logic: *a logical inference.*
2. reasoning in accordance with the principles of logic, as a person or the mind: *logical thinking.*
3. reasonable; to be expected: *War was the logical consequence of such threats.*

"C" com-pe-tent
1. having suitable or sufficient skill, knowledge, experience, etc., for some purpose; properly qualified: *He is perfectly competent to manage the bank branch.*
2. adequate but not exceptional.

"C" rel-e-vant
1. bearing upon or connected with the matter in hand; pertinent: *a relevant remark.*

"D" var-i-a-ble
1. apt or liable to vary or change; changeable: *variable weather; variable moods.*
2. capable of being varied or changed; alterable: *a variable time limit for completion of a book.*
3. inconstant; fickle: *a variable lover.*

"E" min-i-mal
1. constituting a minimum: *a minimal mode of transportation.*
2. barely adequate or the least possible: *minimal care*

"E" cur-so-ry
1. going rapidly over something, without noticing details; hasty; superficial: *a cursory glance at a newspaper article.*
3. Planning Criteria

"A"  signif-i-cant

1. important; of consequence.
2. having or expressing a meaning; indicative; suggestive: *a significant wink*.

"A"  jus-ti-fy

1. to show (an act, claim, statement, etc.) to be just or right: *The end does not always justify the means.*
2. to defend or uphold as warranted or well-grounded: *Don't try to justify his rudeness.*

"B"  per-ti-nent

1. pertaining or relating directly and significantly to the matter at hand; relevant: *pertinent details*.

"C"  rel-e-vent

1. bearing upon or connected with the matter in hand; pertinent: *a relevant remark*.

"E"  cur-so-ry

1. going rapidly over something, without noticing details; hasty; superficial: *a cursory glance at a newspaper article*
5. Reflecting Criteria

"A"  per·cep·tive

1. having or showing keenness of insight, understanding, or intuition: a perceptive analysis of the problems involved.

"B"  in·formed

1. having or prepared with information or knowledge; apprised: an informed audience that asked intelligent questions.

"C"  rel·e·vant

1. bearing upon or connected with the matter in hand; pertinent: a relevant remark.

"D"  su·per·fi·cial

1. being at, on, or near the surface: a superficial wound.
2. of or pertaining to the surface: superficial measurement.
3. external or outward: a superficial resemblance

"E"  cur·so·ry

1. going rapidly over something, without noticing details; hasty; superficial: a cursory glance at a newspaper article.